Information for parents

What am I able to do? What do I want? What can I become? The school and its partners will help your child to find answers to these questions.

The BERUFSWAHLPASS enables your child to structure the variety of information and work results.

It creates an overview of the multitude of options and gives motivation to shape the process of the occupational orientation together with your child.

In a job interview the BERUFSWAHLPASS may give your child assurance to answer questions and it also has the possibility to verify statements through selected work sheets and documents. In principle the BERUFSWAHLPASS is not intended to a third party inspection.

The BERUFSWAHLPASS has been established in all of Germany and is used in the majority of schools in Saxony.
Structure of the BERUFSWAHLPASS

Part 1 Offers for Occupational Orientation
The school and its partners provide numerous offers for occupational orientation, e.g. certain workshops, projects, fairs and events.
An overview of these offers can be found in this part. Please support and encourage your child in choosing the right offers.

Part 2 My Path to Career Choice
Relations to occupational education are included in the curriculum of almost every subject. In this part of the Berufswahlpass your child will collect some of these results regarding personal strengths, interests, competences as well as information regarding vocational training, academic studies, job applications and job interviews. Please also use the worksheets contained therein for exercises and discussions with your child.

Part 3 Documentation
Therein your child gathers all the certificates, job references and documents which testify certain strengths, competences, achievements and work experiences (e.g. internship, holiday work). Please also encourage your child to use the master copies inside the Berufswahlpass when possible.

Part 4 Life Folder
All the information necessary to stand on one’s own feet can be gathered therein. There are information about money, a flat of one’s own, insurances, expenses, taxes, contracts and many more. Getting organized: Part 4 also contains a guidance to create a life folder.